Abstract-The rapid growth of consumer videos requires an effective and efficient content summarization method to provide a user-friendly way to manage and browse the huge amount of video data. Compared with most previous methods that focus on sports and news videos, the summarization of personal videos is more challenging because of its unconstrained content and the lack of any pre-imposed video structures. We formulate video summarization as a novel dictionary selection problem using sparsity consistency, where a dictionary of key frames is selected such that the original video can be best reconstructed from this representative dictionary. An efficient global optimization algorithm is introduced to solve the dictionary selection model with the convergence rates as (where is the iteration counter), in contrast to traditional sub-gradient descent methods of . Our method provides a scalable solution for both key frame extraction and video skim generation, because one can select an arbitrary number of key frames to represent the original videos. Experiments on a human labeled benchmark dataset and comparisons to the state-of-the-art methods demonstrate the advantages of our algorithm.
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I. INTRODUCTION
R ECENTLY, the availability of digital videos has been growing at an exponential rate, e.g., an estimated 20 h of videos are uploaded every minute to YouTube [1] , and in 2007, users in the United States alone were producing over four billion hours of video footage each week. Thus, users are increasingly in need of assistance in accessing digital video, such as systems for search, interactive browsing, retrieval, semantic storage, or compressing video content. Video summarization techniques, also called video abstraction, are mainly designed to meet these requirements by developing a condensed version of a full-length video through the identification of the most important and pertinent semantic content within the video. They complement the automatic video retrieval methods (i.e., search), especially when content-based indexing and retrieval of video sequences has only seen limited success.
Although video summarization has been an extensively studied problem in the literature, many previous methods mainly focus on the summarization of structured videos, such as news, sports, or surveillance videos. However, the summarization of consumer videos is much more challenging. First of all, consumer videos contain much less constrained contents. For example, they can capture moving objects in a dynamic background, often with arbitrary camera motions. Moreover, there is no pre-defined structure in the consumer videos. Compared to shot-based key frame selection, e.g., in news and sports videos, it is much more ambiguous and subjective to select the key frames in an unstructured consumer video. In fact, it has been noted in [2] that it is difficult to evaluate the summarization results of consumer videos, because the ground truth often depends on the subject.
To handle the above challenges in summarizing consumer videos, we propose a novel and principled solution. In the following, we will first briefly explain our idea, followed by the discussion of the related work.
A. Overview
We formulate the problem of video summarization. Suppose the size of the entire video database is frames, we represent the database as , where each 2-D frame can be denoted by a 1-D feature vector using bag of words (BOW), Gist [3] , CENTRIST [4] , [5] , or stacking the 2-D pixels into a 1-D vector. Thus, denotes the th image with dimension . Our intention is to extract an optimal subset which covers all the essential video contents with the size as small as possible. Generally, depending on the specific application, the video summarization can be formulated as either key frame extraction or video skim generation.
Key Frames: They are representative images extracted from the underlying source video. Here, the key frame set is defined as (1) where denotes the key frame extraction procedure, is the selected key frame set with a size of , and . Video Skims: They are a collection of video segments extracted from the original video. Video skim itself is a video clip, but of a significantly shorter duration. We can define the problem as (2) 1520-9210/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE where denotes the skim generation procedure, is the th excerpt to be included in the skim, , and . In this study, we can define two explicit requirements for video summarization framework:
• Sparsity: Although the summarization should cover the video content, the size of the extracted data set should be as small as possible. Thus, we have , which means should be "sparsely" selected from .
• Low reconstruction error: The original data set can be reconstructed with high accuracy using the selected data set "Dictionary" , i.e., is the most representative subset of . Since these requirements are similar to the properties of sparsity consistency of group Lasso, we design a dictionary selection model to simulate the procedure of video summarization, i.e., we consider the whole video set as the original feature pool , then we select an optimal subset as the "dictionary" from the pool under two constraints, sparsity and lower reconstruction error.
The main contributions of this paper reside in three aspects: 1) We convert the video summarization problem into a dictionary selection problem, and also propose a novel dictionary selection model for video summarization using sparsity consistency, which is robust to tuning parameters. 2) We introduce a global optimization algorithm to solve our dictionary selection model with convergence rate of ( is the iteration counter), which is more efficient than traditional sub-gradient descent methods of . 3) We design a scalable framework for both key frame extraction and video skim generation in a unified framework. In contrast to most existing methods, which require presetting the number of key frame, our framework allows users to choose different numbers of key frames without incurring additional computational cost. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the formulation of the problem and our dictionary selection model, Section III describes the implementation of our video summarization based on the above sparse dictionary selection model. Various experiments and comparisons are presented in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
B. Prior Work
As video summarization is an extensively studied topic, a detailed review of all previous work is beyond the scope of this paper. Interested readers can check [6] and [7] for a more comprehensive summary. As motioned in [6] , much previous work in video summarization has been focused on sports and news videos, such as the TRECVID dataset [8] - [12] . These types of videos have well-defined temporal structures and characteristics, which facilitate key frame extraction. For example, shot-based key frame selection in sports and news videos is much less ambiguous given the context. On the other hand, consumer videos, such as wedding or birthday party videos, do not exhibit the same level of temporal structure. Therefore, key frame selection from consumer videos is more subjective and can be affected by many factors such as the sentimental values and observer association.
Among the previous studies on consumer videos, [13] found that camera motion often appears quite limited, and sequences of zooming-in followed by a relatively stable camera motion is usually a robust indicator for video summarization. In [14] , an intelligent key frame extraction method is developed for video printing. It is based on a few features, including accumulative color histogram, color layout difference, camera motion estimation, moving object tracking, face detection, and audio event detection. In [2] , a semantically meaningful video summarization method is proposed for personal video clips, together with a new consumer video database with human labeled ground truth. Additionally, key frame extraction is also related to consumer video summarization. For instance, [15] proposed a user attention model and [16] used mosaic-based image representation for video summarization. Unsupervised clustering is applied in [17] for key frame extraction. In [18] , it proposed a relative activity measurement method for video summarization. In [19] , key frames are selected via scene categorization, and similar ideas are also applied in [20] - [26] . Besides summarizing consumer videos, [27] condensed long video sequences by Ribbon carving for visual surveillance. In [28] , multi-view videos are summarized concurrently by representing the summarization problem as a hypergraph labeling task.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND MODEL DEFINITION
The key element for our video summarization can be considered as a dictionary selection problem, i.e., how to select an optimal subset from the entire video frame pool under certain constraints. In this section, we introduce a new dictionary model using group Lasso [29] . The group Lasso is a kind of sparse pursuit technology, which includes cardinality sparsity [30] and tensor rank sparsity [31] as well. We address the problem of selecting the dictionary given an initial candidate pool , where each column vector denotes a video frame represented as a feature vector. Our goal is to find an optimal subset to form the dictionary where , such that the original set can be accurately reconstructed by and the size of is as small as possible. A simple idea is to pick candidates randomly or regularly to build the dictionary; the latter is also called evenly spaced key frames in previous works [2] . Apparently, this approach does not make full use of all features in . Also it may miss important candidates or include the noisy ones, which will affect the accuracy of the reconstruction. To avoid these problems, we present a principled method to select the dictionary. We illustrate the idea of dictionary selection in Fig. 1 . We can formulate the problem as (3) where is the pursuit coefficient matrix; the frobenius norm is defined as and the norm is defined as . However, one limitation of (3) is that it tends to generate a solution of close to , leaving the first term of (3) to be zero and very sparse as well. Thus, we need to enforce the consistency of the sparsity on the solution, i.e., the solution needs to contain some "0" rows such Fig. 1 . Illustration of our algorithm. Imagine each video is sequentially connected by different scenes, each scene contains several frames and each frame is represented by a feature point in high dimensional space, so each scenario has its own distribution/cluster. For example, three scenes here are shown as three clusters, where the green points are feature points, the light blue points are sampled from each cluster and used to reconstructed individual frames in a scene. After dictionary selection, an optimal subset (dark blue points) is selected as the dictionary, where the size of each feature is related to the weight that measures the confidence of the selected feature being a key frame.
that the corresponding features in are not selected to reconstruct any frame.
Therefore, it is better to change the norm constraint in (3) into the norm [32] , and define the model as , where , and denotes the th row of . The norm is indeed a general version of the norm since if is a vector, then . In addition, is equivalent to by constructing a new vector with . The tuning parameter balances the weight of these two terms, i.e., construction error term and group sparsity term.
As it is difficult to select a suitable in practical application, we further formulation our dictionary selection model as (4) where is the original feature pool; is the pursuit coefficient matrix; and is the pre-set tuning parameters. The first term measures the quality, i.e., the reconstruction error, by using the selected dictionary to recover the whole feature pool. The second term of (4) denotes the sparse property of the dictionary selection. It follows that (4) leads to a sparse solution for , i.e., is sparse in terms of rows and the dictionary consists of features with . Based on (4), it is easy to balance the weights of these two terms by , where a smaller favors the second term (group sparsity term), while a larger prefers the first term (reconstruction error term), and or 1 are too extreme cases that should not happen in practice.
The solution of the optimization problem in (4) is a convex but nonsmooth optimization problem. Since is nonsmooth, although the general optimization algorithm (the subgradient descent algorithm) can solve it, the convergence rate is quite slow. Recently, Nesterov [33] proposes an algorithm to efficiently solve this type of convex (but nonsmooth) optimization problem and guarantees a convergence rate of ( is the number of iterations), which is much faster than the general sub-gradient decent algorithm with a complexity of . We thus adopt Nesterov's method in [33] to solve (4). The approach proposed by Nesterov was also used to efficiently solve the trace norm minimization problem in machine learning [34] .
Consider an objective function where is convex and smooth and is convex but nonsmooth. The key idea of Nesterov's method is to use to approximate the original function at the point . In each iteration, we need to solve . In our case, we have (5) In order to solve (5), we can obtain the closed form solution as (6) where ; otherwise.
We will derive (6) in the Appendix, and the whole algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Dictionary Selection
Input: , , ,
1: Initialize , , , . 10: end for
III. IMPLEMENTATION OF OUR METHOD
Given the above dictionary selection model, the framework of our video summarization algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. We discuss the implementation details in this section.
Algorithm 2 General framework for Key frame selection
Input: the whole video set , Output: the summarized set 1: Pursuit the model 2: Generate weight curve using 3: Detect local maximums of weight curve and sort them 4: Extract key frames constrained by the weight value and full sequence coverage assumptions
A. Feature Representation
In our case, we intend to use a global feature to represent each frame, then collect all features to generate the candidate pool for dictionary selection. As consumer videos are usually composed of different scenes, we can adopt several features for scene understanding. Popular features are Gist [3] and CEN-TRIST [4] , [5] . In this paper, we choose CENTRIST [Principal component Analysis of Census Transform (CT) histograms], which captures local structures of an image without color information. CENTRIST uses a spatial pyramid structure. In our case, we choose only the last two spatial levels, each including 5 and 1 image patches, respectively. Each patch is represented by a 42-dimensional feature, where 40 dimensions are for eigenvector and the other two are the mean and variance of the patch, respectively. Hence, the dimension of each CENTRIST feature is . More details can be found in [4] and [5] . Since CENTRIST does not contain color information, which is also very important for consumer video summarization, we choose HSV (hue, saturation, and brightness) color space and use color moment here as another descriptor. Color moment is based on the assumption that the distribution of color in an image can be interpreted as a probability distribution, and can be characterized by a number of unique moments. Stricker et al. [35] use three central moments of image's color distribution, i.e., mean, stand deviation, and skewness: (8) where denotes the th color channel at the th image pixel, is the total number of pixels, and , , and are the mean, standard deviation, and skewness, respectively. Color moments are calculated from each color channel of an image patch; therefore, each image patch is characterized by 9 moments, i.e., 3 moments for each of the 3 color channels. In our implementation, we split an image into 3 4 patches, and each image patch is represented by 9 color moments, so each image is described by a color moment feature vector with a dimension of . We normalize the 252-D CENTRIST and the 108-D color moment, respectively, and stack them together to generate a combined feature vector with a dimension of .
B. Dictionary Selection
Given a video, we describe each frame as a global feature, and collect all frames to generate the feature pool, . Then we calculate using our dictionary selection model in Algorithm 1, where each row of corresponds to a feature, i.e., if the "weight" is close to zero, the corresponding th feature will not be selected; otherwise, the th feature will be selected. This is the property of group sparsity and the selected features are used to build the dictionary for video summarization. We use three criteria to evaluate the model, 1) effectiveness: whether such a model can really sparsely select the dictionary; 2) robustness: whether we can obtain the same or similar dictionary using different parameter ; 3) efficiency: whether the complexity is acceptable. All of these will be evaluated below.
Effectiveness: In (4), there is a tuning parameter used to balance the contributions of two different terms, reconstruction term and sparsity term. The smaller the value of , the more the sparsity term contributes to dictionary selection, which will make the dictionary sparser. As shown in Fig. 2 , when given different parameter , we generate the "weight" curve, where the weight measures the confidence of the selected feature. We can see that the weights, , of most features are zeros, and the features with smaller weights are sparse, which validate the effectiveness of our model. Robustness: It is important to check whether we can obtain similar or consistent results by selecting different . We illustrate it in Fig. 3 . Each subfigure of Fig. 2 corresponds to each row of Fig. 3 , where the brightness of each pixel corresponds to its own weight, i.e., the greater the value of weight is, the brighter the pixel is, and the value of each blue pixel is 0. As the value of decreases from bottom to up, the bright pixels in each row become much more sparse, because some unimportant features will be discarded from the dictionary. Note that there are some bright vertical lines, which means even if we tune the value of within a wide range, some important features can always be selected as a component of the dictionary. In other words, we can obtain stable dictionaries robustly even using different .
Efficiency: As mentioned above, the convergence rate of our algorithm is only ( is the number of iterations), which is much more efficient than that of the general sub-gradient descent algorithms . Given and by tuning , we can obtain the convergence times versus reconstruction cost curve as shown in Fig. 4 . It can be found that when , it converges after less than 500 iterations, Fig. 2 . Effectiveness of the algorithm. The horizontal axis is the feature index, the vertical axis is the weights corresponding to each feature as , where is the row index. The smaller the value of is, the more sparse the result is. Note that the features with low or zero weights cannot be inserted into the dictionary. Fig. 3 . Robustness of the algorithm. The horizontal axis is the feature index, and the vertical axis is the value of , so each row can be plotted as a subfigure in Fig. 2 . A brighter value means a larger weight, and the blue value means 0, i.e., if a feature is selected as the feature of dictionary, the value should be bright, and the blue means discarded otherwise. Two points can be concluded, 1) the smaller the value, the more sparse the results is; 2) for different values, our algorithm can select the same stable features as the dictionary, which is essential to validate the robustness of our algorithm. and when , it converges after about 1000 iterations. In contrast, the traditional sub-gradient descend algorithms with Fig. 4 . Efficiency of the algorithm. The horizontal axis is the iteration times and the vertical axis is the for group Lasso. From to 0.5, the smaller the value of , the faster the convergence speed. Regardless, even when , it only takes 1000 iterations to converge, which is much faster than traditional gradient descent optimization algorithm requiring nearly 2 000 000 iterations with the same .
the same configuration will converge after about 2 000 000 iterations.
C. Video Summarization
After dictionary selection from the candidate pool, we obtain a "weight" curve. Each weight corresponds to the norm of each feature. Then the key frame and video skim can be extracted based on these weight, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Comparing to other video summarization algorithms, our algorithm mainly has two merits:
• Our algorithm is scalable, which provides flexibility for practical applications, i.e., given the "weight" curve of dictionary selection, users can change the parameters arbitrarily (such as the number of key frames) for selecting key frames or video skims without increasing additional complexity cost. In contrast, many other key frame extraction algorithms need to preset key frame number and any change will result in a re-calculation.
• Our algorithm provides a unified solution for both key frames extraction and video skims generation, as demonstrated in Fig. 5 . For key frames extraction, we first detect all the local maxima and sort them according to weights. Then given the preset key frame number, key frames are extracted based on two constraints, i.e., the representativeness and coverage. For video skim generation, first, the length of each skim in a shot is calculated according to the number of key frames, skimming ratio, and shot duration . The total skim length of a shot should be evenly distributed among all key frames. Also, any segment should not be shorter than the minimum length . For experiments in this paper, we only focus on key frame extraction. An example of our key frame extraction procedure is shown in Fig. 6 . Note, the key frames generated by our algorithm sometimes are somewhat different from but close enough to human labeled ground truth. According to our observation, the reason is that for each scene, humans tend to select the first frame from such a scenario as the key frame. Fig. 5 . Video summarization scheme, where the horizontal axis denotes the index of frame, the vertical axis is the "weight" of each feature. Depending on such curve, we can extract key frames or generate video skims. Fig. 6 . Candidate extraction from a series of image sequences based on the weight. The top and bottom rows of images are generated by our algorithm and ground truth, respectively. We first detect local maxima from the weight curve, then extract key frames from local maximums constrained by the weight value and full sequence coverage assumption.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present various experiments and comparisons to validate the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed algorithm.
Database: We choose the Kodak Home Video Database [2] for testing, instead of other video summarization databases that only contain sports or news video clips. There is subset of the consumer video clips in the Kodak Home Video Database with sufficient context and the ground truth labeled by several persons. The labeled database consists of 100 QuickTime clips selected from [36] , which are captured using Kodak EasyShare C360 and V550 zoom digital cameras, with a VGA resolution and frame rates of 24 to 30 frames per second (FPS). For each clip, three judges selected key frames in order to build the ground truth. The number of key frames is not fixed for the judges so they can focus on representativeness and quality. A subset of 18 clips, including eight indoor and ten outdoor videos with a variety of scene content and camera motion, are selected for algorithm evaluation. Descriptions of these 18 clips are given in Table I . The average clip length is about 34 s and the average number of key frames is about six in the ground truth. For "wedding" sequence, we only have 1380 frames with 4 ground truth key frames, so the total number of key frame ground truth in our case is 109 instead of 113 in [2] .
Evaluation: In order to quantitatively determine whether the predicted key frames and the corresponding ground truth are similar to each other, both image content and time differences are considered as suggested in [6] , i.e., two frames must occur within a short period of time, and must be similar in scene content and composition to be considered equivalent. We also follow the assignment, i.e., the degree of a match is assigned 0, 0.5 and 1, where 0.5 corresponds to a weak match.
Comparison: We compare our proposed dictionary selection based video summarization (DSVS) algorithm [2] with several other methods, such as evenly spaced key frames (ESKF), color histogram-based method of UCF [19] , motion-based key frame extraction method (MKFE) [2] , and also online clustering key frames extraction (OCFE) using the same features as ours. The results are shown in Table II .
The ESKF generates the same number of key frames as ground truth by uniformly sampling the video along the time axis. The result is 45% (or 51.5/113 key frames), which is surprisingly good to match the ground truth approximately. Although ESKF may be considered fairly effective on average, the results do not consider the image content. The limitations are: 1) Due to lack of enough prior knowledge about a clip, it is impossible for us to predefine a correct number of key frames for summarization, and results will be quite different depending on the desired number of key frames; 2) the effectiveness of such a method is highly dependent on the video content, where ESKF would produce better matches for a pure pan segment than for a video with complex, nonlinear object motion. For example, clips number 7 (FireworksAndBoat), 12 (LawnchairDance), 13 (Wedding), and 14 (KnockKnockPrincess) exhibit mostly steady or fixed camera motion. Applying ESKF to these four sequences leads to an accuracy score of merely 5/25 (20%), while motion-based algorithm MKFE and our algorithm DSVS obtain better results. The motion-based method (MKFE) is required to produce the same number of key frames as in the ground truth. The result is shown in Table II , which obtains about 64/113 (58.4%) accuracy.
The UCF algorithm [19] extracts key frames depending on the color histogram intersection similarity measure. In particular, the first frame is chosen by algorithm as the first key frame, and then additional ones are selected based on how it differs from existing ones. The threshold can decide how many key frames to be extracted, or the algorithm can automatically determine the number of frames that need to be extracted based on a similarity threshold. As shown in the fifth column of Table II , the UCF obtains an average accuracy of 52.5/112 (45.5%).
The OCFE is also chosen here, because our dictionary selection algorithm can also be considered as a clustering method. By using the same feature vector to represent each frame, the OCFE obtains an average accuracy of 61.5/109 (56.4%) which is lower than our proposed DSVS algorithm with an accuracy of 70.5/109 (64.7%), but is comparable to the motion-based method, MKFE, whose accuracy is 64/113 (58.4%). The reason is that our dictionary selection-based method using group sparsity consistency is highly discriminative in the high dimensional feature space.
Finally, the statistic result of our proposed DSVS algorithm is shown in the 7th column of Table II , which outperforms all other methods with an average accuracy of 70.5/109 (64.7%). Specially, we obtain near perfect results with large gaps to other methods on some video clips, such as "AsianExhibit", "CardsAroundTable", and "EatingSardines". Moreover, in comparison with MKFE, our method (DSVS) only adapts to the semantic content without being explicitly assisted by motion cues, which makes our DSVS faster for consumer video clips. Since our DSVS outperforms OCFE using the same type of feature, it confirms the effectiveness of our dictionary selection model. On the other hand, as a scalable method, our DSVS does not incur additional complexity cost when changing configurations.
The ability to produce any desired number of key frames and to supply labeled and ranked output frames is a desired feature for practical applications. In the last three columns of Table II , we demonstrate the effectiveness of our candidate key frame ranking procedure. It reports the number of matches when extracting only three key frames (the top three candidates having the highest confidence values). 35/52 (64.7%) of these frames correspond to true key frames in the ground truth.
Figs. 7-10 provide some examples of comparison between the ground truth, the motion-based method MKFE [2] , the color histogram-based method courtesy of UCF [19] , ESKF, OCEF, and our dictionary selection-based method DSVS, which illustrate the advantage of the proposed DSVS method over the other methods. Pictures with thick borders are considered good matches with ground truth, while dashed borders indicate weak matches ( instead of 1). In Fig. 7 , while there are several different scenes, including stationary scene and moving children, our DSVS obtains the best result by a large margin over other methods. In Fig. 8 , the camera is mostly steady, except for a rapid camera motion toward a boat. The key frames produced by MKFE are all representative of the high level object motion, and our DSVS generates similar results. In Fig. 9 , the video was captured during an unsteady pan behind the window on a moving bus. The motion-based method partially failed because the algorithm could not compute the real displacement among violent perspective changes. Consequently, it did not succeed in providing successive key frames while minimizing spatial overlap in between. The histogram-based method, UCF, extracted key frames containing different content, which happens to work well for the case when the camera is mostly panning. Comparatively, our DSVS gets the same accuracy as UCF for this case. Fig. 10 is also Fig. 9 . "BusTour". Comparison is between ground truth (first row), MKFE (second row), UCF (third row), ESKF (fourth row), OCFE (fifth row), and our proposed DSVS (sixth row). Scores are 50% for ESKF, 60% for UCF, 40% for MKFE, 40% for OCFE, and 60% for DSVS. Thick borders indicate good matches and dashed borders indicate subpar matches ( instead of 1). Fig. 10 . "LiquidChocolate". Comparison is between ground truth (first row), MKFE (second row), UCF (third row), ESKF (fourth row), OCFE (fifth row), and our proposed DSVS (sixth row). Compare to our DSVS with score as 75%, scores are 33% for ESKF, 50% for UCF, 66% MKFE, and 58% for OCEF. Thick borders indicate good matches and dashed borders indicate subpar matches ( instead of 1).
quite interesting because this sequence contains three parts. The camera first fixes on an object (chocolate fountain) for nearly half of the sequence. Then, the camera scans the shop in a rapid pan before successive zooms (in and out) at the end. Instead of three frames generated by UCF and two frames produced by MKFE and ESKF, there is only one frame retained by the OCEF and our DSVS that summarizes the first part of the sequence. Moreover, two key frames associated with the successive zoom operations are correctly detected at the end of the sequence.
V. CONCLUSION
Although video summarization has been extensively studied for highly structured videos, such as sports and news videos, it is a much more challenging task to summarize consumer videos that are much less constrained and lack any pre-imposed structures. By representing each video frame as a feature vector, we convert the video summarization problem to a sparse dictionary selection problem. Our goal is to find a subset of key frames, i.e., the dictionary, such that it can best reconstruct the original video. A novel dictionary selection model (DSM) is proposed, together with an efficient global optimization algorithm, to iteratively refine the dictionary selection model with a convergence rate outperforming the traditional sub-gradient descent methods. As a video sequence can be summarized with any given number of key frames, our method provides a scalable solution to video summarization. We test our method on a human labeled benchmark dataset and compare it with the state-of-the-art methods. The results validate the advantages of our method.
APPENDIX
Proof: First the optimization problem can be equivalently written as (9) Since the norm is self-dual, the problem above can be rewritten as by introducing a dual variable :
The second equation is obtained by swapping "max" and "min". Since the function is convex with respect to and concave with respect to , this swapping does not change the problem according to the Von Neumann minimax theorem.
Letting
, we obtain an equivalent problem from the last equation above: (11) Using the same substitution as above , we change it into a problem in terms of the original variable as (12) Therefore, the optimal solution of the first problem in (12) is equivalent to the last problem in (12) . Actually, each row of can be optimized independently in the last problem. Considering each row of , respectively, we can get the closed form as .
